
Lancer Letter #509 A Bold Proposal

Last week, the Governor released his proposed budget for 2021-2022.  The budget 
includes a $1.3 Billion investment in education.  This is turning heads but if you understand the 
history of education funding in Pennsylvania, you understand he is ripping the bandaid off a 
longtime wound to finally fix a systemic problem with school funding.  To make sense of this, 
knowing the history of education funding in PA will be helpful.

In 1983, lawmakers established a factor for education expense through Act 31.  The 
formula they created, equalized subsidy for basic education and added supplements for low 
income students, local tax efforts and population density per square mile.    Through 1993, the 
legislature tweaked this formula six more times, adding supplements to address issues such as 
poverty levels, small district’s limited ability to increase local taxes and enrollment growth.

In 1994, a “hold harmless” provision was added.  It guaranteed that districts would 
receive state funding at a level no less than the previous year’s allocation. In the years that 
followed, then, school districts knew they would receive at least the same amount of state 
subsidy as the previous year.  The Governor and legislative leaders only worked out what to do 
with the “new money” in the budget.  For example, if they increased education spending by 200 
million dollars, a small group of politicians would decide how that 200 million would be 
distributed.  It is no secret that for decades, “new education dollars” were distributed based 
largely upon who wielded political power.  

In 2015-2016,  a commission issued a report with a new “fair funding formula.”  The new 
formula looks at 8 different economic/enrollment factors applied to a two step formulaic process. 
It utilizes a district’s Average Daily Membership (enrollments), students with limited English 
Proficiency, Charter School Daily Membership and student poverty at three different levels 
(poverty, acute poverty and concentrated acute poverty).  Those factors give you a weighted 
student headcount which is then adjusted by the sparsity of the district, the median household 
income index of the district and the local effort capacity index (ability to raise local taxes.)  That 
second equation leads to a district’s prorated share of the new state dollars.

It is generally agreed that the new formula is fair but the problem is, if applied to the total 
state funds allocated to schools in a given year, 170 districts who have been chronically 
underfunded would benefit while the other 331 would see significant losses.  GM would lose 
approximately 5 million dollars in one year, a hit no district could sustain.  The funding 
commission did state that while the new formula was fair, equity would only be achieved 
through an infusion of an additional 4.3 billion into education.

So, to offset what would be financial distress for many districts, every district gets the 
same amount of money as we did in 15-16.  Any additional dollars budgeted for education since 
that year, gets distributed by the formula.  For us, that has meant that each year, our increase of 
dollars from the state has decreased. The districts getting more money each year are mostly 
urban districts who have been underfunded, but the funding shift is not happening soon enough 
for them to avoid insolvency.  (Erie City is in that situation which is why they got a $14million 
supplement to sustain them - not all districts in their situation get a supplement.)

What the governor is proposing is that the fair funding formula is applied to all state 
education dollars to save the chronically underfunded districts.  To avoid the bankrupting of 
districts such as ours (and most of the others in Erie County), he is proposing to fund education 
in Pennsylvania at 33% the level recommended by the fair funding commission and another 
commission that reported in 2008.  In short, the governor is saying that we’ve been told how to 
fix the education funding in PA, so let’s do it, and do it now before it is too late for some.
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It is important to understand that over the past decades, it was not a case of some districts 
being overfunded while others were shorted; rather, it was a case of some districts being 
adequately funded while others, because of their populations, diversity and other issues, were 
significantly underfunded.  It is not as simple as taking “extra dollars” from some to give to 
others.

The Governor’s proposal is bold and some are just looking at the amount and saying, “no 
way!”  Hopefully from this brief history I’ve given, you understand that it’s not just an issue of 
giving more money to education but the first all out effort to fix a chronic issue with how funds 
have been distributed in this state.


